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The 1986 Tax Reform Package, together with the other tax measures put inplace in the

ensuing years, resulted in a significant improvement in the tax ettbrt. Thus, the ratio of total tax i
revenue to GNP climbed from an average of 11.3 percent of GNP in 1975-1985 to 16.2 percent in

1996 (Figure 3). However, the improvement in Philippine tax effort appears to have tapered off in :
more recent years. For instance, while the tax effort increased by a hefty 3 percentage points in the
4-year period between 1986 and 1990, it rose by a mere 1 percentage point in the 4-year period
between 1992 and 1996.

Nonetheless, these developments

allowed the Philippines to catch up with the
tax effort of other Asian countries. Despite

this progress the country continued to lag ::,_
behind the performance of Malaysia, _:ii!i_:i_:"-_
Singapore. South Korea and Thailand (Table ii_:_iii_!:'"_::;:::;:: 1,t,I;IO

• ::;:::;:_

2). It is noteworthy, however, that the
Philippine was able to overtake the tax effort
of Indonesia in 1994._

countries,199v1994:: i
•,:: i ;:::i:: ::(i:nper_antof:G:DP) :::;;:• : i::: ::i::

:r 15.5 ;:::i::ii:::.]

:;: !i:iiii[I
,,: : 16:o :,:::::::i:i-,®

_._._._.i 12._

s r,_,,por_ 1_._: : le.9 : iiiiii:i

Thailand : : ' ' 16.8 i::i::)ii::i ';
South ...... 16.9 :: I i:;_::i;:i::,

SOUroeof basCdata Auth0r's:estimatesusingrevenue : : ii
. • :::::::d_,tafrom:theGovernmentFinance............... ii;_ii.i!i: :::Statistics andGDPdatafromthe :

............................ iiiii;ii;t

i
i

Concomitant with the ,,ains in the revenue perfom_ance of the tax system, a marked change

in the composition of national government taxes took place in the last decade. The share of taxes
on income m_dprofits (which account for about 95 percent of direct taxes in the aggregate) registered

It should be emphasized that this occurred partly because the Philippine tax eribrt impioved and partly because

tliat oflndonesia deteriorated in the 1990s as a result of the soft market for oil exports which adversely affected the yield of

its corporate income tax. It is also interesting to note that Thailand appeared to have relaxed in the early 1990s in terms of
tin\ ef_brL
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a substantial expansion, from 25.2 percent on the average in 1975-1985 t037.1 percent in 1996
(Figure 4). The increasing contribution of direct taxes to the national government's total tax take
constitutes a positive development from the equity perspective.

..... Of the indirect tax sources, : : :
revenues from excise taxes and

import duties posted the most i
significant contraction relative to
total tax revenue. The share of

40.00
excise taxes to total tax revenue 3s.oo

;::::::::::: o

declined from an average of 18.0............i}iiiil;_ 325.o00.oo
percent in 1975-1985 to 13.2 i ° 20.0o:
percentl in 1996. In like manner; ; 1o.o" ,-.-.-.-..._- 5,00

the contribution of import duties to iiiiiiiiiii o.oo

total taxes of the national ,j' _ _' _
% _ IN

government dropped from an i _.__hcoi_ ;;,ia _i;rq_-_ T.-; ....
average of 25.7 percent in 1975- .......i _× ci_o r, _ ....... _;i)_i_i!

..... i i: i!_i_i_;_

1985. to 18.6 percent in 1995 ..__vA-r :_:_:_:_....
Irn port Outie_

(Figure 4). :

:More significant than
chan_es in the relative importance iiiiiii!iiiiil 35;0030.00

of the different tax groups are • 2_.o0

changes in their levels when , _0.o0

measured relative to GNP. The _ _,.oo
expmasiort of revenue froni taxes 2 _o.o0
on income cul.dprofits is even more iiiiiiil}i! _.o0 i
dramatic when reckoned relative to _-_ _,_-_,,_ _-_
GNP. Taxes from the said source :ii::' __"_..... ::iil

more thm_doubled from 2.8 percent ::_i_:,_::_::_i.a,._om o 7.a _7-o_ri_T_ -m-g_'_"i's_T._ ............, i_i_f_::_i.....
of GNP in 1975-i985 to 6.0 iiiiiiiiii:mv_r g,,, ,o_ !
percent in 1996 (Table 1): ..............;":'_:'"......_: _:_:_:_:_....
Moreo,.;er, it is smqgrising that all
major types of indirect taxes ....... :
exhibited some growtla relative to GNP, albeit at a slower pace tlian direct taxesl Revem.ie from sales
tmx_AT mid from import duties showed the largest increase. Sales tax/VAT revenue grew from an :
average of ? __.._ percent of GNP in 1975-1985 to 4.1 percent in 1996. On the ottler hand, tariff
revenue posted a minimal increase from an average of 2.9 percent of GNP to __.0percent of GNP. i
It appems that the increased dependence on direct taxes in 1986-1995/6 did not result from the
re.placement of indirect taxes by direct t_L,:es.Rather, it followed from the marked rise in the overall
direct tax effort in short, the yield of indirect taxes measured against GNP did not diminish while
that of direct taxes increased significantly indicating the success of tlle new tax structure in

..... iI: ....... : :.... exploiting the revenue possibilities of direct taxes. : ii
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The passage of the SNITS has had a positive impact on the collection efficiency of the
business/professional individual income tax. Some 20.2 percent of the potential revenue from
business/professional income tax was collected in 1993 compared to only 12.8 percent in 1992. (The
impact of the SNITS was first felt in 1993 although it was passed in 1992 yet. This is so because
individuaI income tax payments aising from business/professional income are largely collected in

the year after the income is earned.) Since then, this number has risen consistently to reach a peak
of 34.2 percent in 1995 but it deteriorated to 22.2 percent in 1996. Despite these improvements, the
evasion rate for business/professional income tax remains high - 77.8 percent in 199& This appears
to confirm anecdotal evidence that under-reporting of income contributes more to tax evasion than
excessive deductions.

in contrast, estimates of the collection rate for the individual income tax on compensation
income are consistently higher - rm_gingfi-om 56.8 to 77.1 percent. However. the collection rate for
tax on compensation income is quite erratic. Significant gains were made in 1992 when the
collection rate rose to 75.8 percent from 62.8 percent in 1991. Subsequently, the collection rate
declined to 65.3 percent in 1993 before peaking at 77.1 percent in 1994. Then. it dipped to a low
of 56.8 percent in 1995 but recovered somewhat to reach 64.2 percent in 1996. It appears that the
success of the implementation of the expanded withholding tax system is rather spotty. Moreover,
its record in the last two years is lower than that in earlier years.

Uncollected revenue from the individual income tax amounted to P48.5 billion in 1996.

This is equal to 13.2 percent of national government tax revenue for the year and 2.1 percent of
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Moreover, cross

country comparison • ::..:..i:ii.i.:""@.....:::!_;:.'.::.:.. Table 8 . i.: ;:_;:;:::..i.i....i'
confirms that the i"Corpora_e.: in.c_rt!e.Tax Effort & StatutorY:,COiiporate

•.. incom_.T}i')R_it_ inSelected AMen Countries : .:..:i :
corporate income tax is _.,,._:i_:,_...........................'..;........................................
one of the weaker points iiii{i _ ii ii iiiiiiiiiiii}iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_NN_i!i!ii!!!ii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

..:. iiii, i{         i i ,i iiiiiiii
in the Philippine tax ::: __N______
system. The Philippine Indonesia" . <:::":...:....9.37" ...":......::.: •6.47 ...15J25/35 . : '_10/15/30
statutory corporate ... . " . ...... • .:.

" !MalaySia i;:!ii:iiiii:i::i:7:26:':: :::;: 6.89 :' : 35 - ; ::: 30.... • . .: • ............

income tax rate is .Phiiippines.: :i;;i:iiiii:["i:i;i:::!94..:;ii::::.;:.:: 2.60 ::.25/38 .(.....:L.-::::•35
• ' '.. : . : ii: . .. :.generally higher than ........... :=Singapore• . :"%i.:nia,;;:::..i::::i.:."i;:.::n:a. " " ' " ' 31 .:. :...'..@ 27

those of other countries Thailand:::•••••••.... ':.:.::.: •••2.91..... ' .. 2.64 " • .../ •;35/45 .. :.._0
• , : .:.... :. ..... ... . ... .. ... .

in the region (Table 8). : SoiJth Korea . ..:..::.:.:.;2._3.:..."..:." : 2.41 : : : ••:••:•••••20/30. .' 18/30

Despite this, shows that ..;..Sour_.of basic data: Autho?s.estimatesusing revenue data fromthe : '": " .. ...

the Pln_ilippine corporate :.:... . G0vernmen!F!narjce.statisticsand GDPdata fromthe . . .
:i 'iii lnternatibnalFinanceStatistics.Statutoryratesare " '

income tax effort . • i. . from¥oingc01996_ . " "
continues to be lower ... .

:.

than those of Indonesia, . .

Malaysia, and Thailand
in the first half of the
1990s.9 However, the Philippiae did managed to overtake South Korea in terms of corporate income
tax effort in 1994.

At the same time, estimates
• ... ..

• .:..:....iI .'.' .i..• 'i:. Table9 of the evasion rate for the corporate. . ,,:. " i:.

Potential.Revenue from the corporate Income Tax income tax indicate no clear

and:.the Level of Tax Evasion, 1992-1996 " improvement in the period 1991-

_ii)iiiiiii_i _i _:_iiiiiiii_i_!!iii_i_ii_i_iiiiii!i::i:_iiii_i_iii_i;i_:!!_i:!_i_i_i{iii:::_i;_ii:_i:_ 1996. The collection rate slid from

iiii_iii_iiiiiii_i_i_}_{_i{{{{{{i_i_iiii_i_!_!_:_i_iii_i_ii}:iilN_i!i_i_{_{_i_i_i_iii_iiiiiii}i_i_!!!!iiiiiii_i_i_iiiiiii_!!!i_ii?iiiiii_i_i_iii_iii{iiii}iiiiii!i_ii_i{_i_iiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiii65.5 percent in 1991 to 56.9 percent

i991 5...:., 12706_85 " 65,46 .. " 34.54 collection rate recovered slightly in
1992 "__ ..20243.57 60.22 39.78 ..

....:., " •:: more recent years, its 1996 level
1993 ..... 27011.51 56.93 43.07

:1994 :... ....' 31062.25 59.26 • 40.74 (61.2 percent) is still lower than its
1995 :_;35i28.93 60.04 39.96 best record (65.5 percent) to date.

1996 . .::.::43124.44 61.21 38.79 Consequently, the level of corporate

Source: .potentiai)evenue author's estimates income tax evasion reached l t.7
. Aetua revenue, BIR Annual Reports percent of national govermnent tax

..i ..

• .. revenue or 1.7 percent of GNP in
1996.

9 it should be pointed out that in both Indonesia and Matavsia corporate income tax revenue includes the

government's share in the income of t]rms engaged in the extraction and development of their oil reserves.
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The low :rate elasticity in 1981-1986 may be traced to the tariff reductions brought about by

the implementation of the first phase of the Tariff Reform Program during that period. However,
the negative revenue impact of this policy shift was moderated by the imposition of an import
surcharge in 1983-1985 in response to the balance-of-payment crisis in that period. This is seen in:
the rise in the effective tariffrate in 1983-1985 after posting a decline in 1981/1982 (Figure 5), In
contrast, the dramatic improvement in the rate buoyancy in 1987-1992 may be attributed to a number.
of factors. First, there were no significant reductions in tariff rates during this period. Second, the

withdrawal of duty exemption privileges granted to GOCCs and private corporations under
numerous special laws in 1985 led to a broadening of the tax base. Figure 5 shows a decline in the
share of non-dutiable imports to total imports in 1986-1990. I_ Third, the imposition of the import
surcharge in 1990 through 1992 and the Estanislao peso (a levy equal to P1.00 per liter of crude
oil/petroleum product importation) in 1991 effectively increased the taiff rate m_denhanced the rate
buoyancy in 1987-1992.

................................ I:'ii:FIGURE.:51;Ii;i ................... .......

i:_ EFF_CTWE:TARIFF: Ra_g:_?; 19802::1996

:! 50.0 t_v ...... : :
??:1._ 4S,00

40.00
.... 3S.oo

30.00.

25,00.
•. 20,00

15.00

._ 10.00
:::: 5,00
:.: 0.00

..... ,,_s,,_s_s ....,,_s ,,_ ::"I

:':' Year : ...... ':i! i
:::. 1

'! __Sfiare of non-dutiable imports to tgtaiimpsrt; .................. i
i : ....

: + Effective tariff rate with respect to dutiable imports
Effective tariff rate with respect to total imports ....

[ ..... :

.... _vEffeCtive tariff fate computed based 0n actual co tectmn.

It Since the proxy tax base used in this study is total imports, this expansion ill thel statut0ry tax: base is translated

to a higher effective tariff rate,
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Meanwhile, estimates of potential revenue for the VAT indicate significant gains in the
collection rate from 31.8 percent in 1985 to 40.8 percent in 1992. Moreover, despite some
fluctuations during 1993-1996, further improvements in the collection rate was posted with 49.2

percent of total potential VAT revenues being collected in 1996 (Table 16). This improvement is
largely driven by gains made in the administration of VAT on domestic sales. Note that while the
collection rate for the VAT on domestic sales is consistently lower than that on imports the latter's
record is erratic during the period under study.

, .:.:::..... 'i " ..:i. ' i.

. ::...... iTabie_G::;i::::::ii_i::::::::::::i:i?
' • " • • • . " • _ : :: _ l_ .. •.

•:_i!_'_ _!!N_:i:i:_:iiiii:_::_:_:i:iii:ii_;_i_i:::::::_:?i:iiii:i:!:N!_!i:_!_!i1?ii1!!!!!!!i!!iiii!iiiN!!!i!iiii!`:i``i;i::iii_iii

... " • " .... " " . " . ' 66.80: 'i990 1263:I5!.71. .... ..:.::..;.!. , ."..33_20 " '
1_9__::.:_d_7!_;:._:... ... •..........<33.20 ' ' • 6G.80":

:7.: : .,, . . .-..:?::?.:... • i.::i :: " .

_:.: 1992 ..:4657"4:91:::U.:::...... 30995.58 15579.3:3;.. 4_3.80 36.88 47_30 59.20 63.12 .- 52.70

!993 ,,46:_8:'10 i:::::i:::i28569_58:18138.52 '::"..47.I1 4.!.:41 54_14 52,89 58.59 • 45,86
••1994 '55299,97 ,•28769.91 26530,.06 •45.81 '46_95 :"i . 44,52 54.19 53.05 55,48.

' , , :::?..::.:i • .:

: ."1995 ••61623•49" :•33778.38 27845A:_.: 48,94 46.68 .... 51.43 51.06 53.32 48.57,":• . ,, . ::. ..

1996 ..:797ii:0[98 .i:45802-31 33908.67 • 49,17 " :.:.47L19 " : 51,62 50_83 52.81 48,38

sou?de Authorls"Eg{imate ":" .. :'. • . " :....... "
' ' .i?::. ..

Despite this, the potential gains from an administrative reform of the VAT system continue
to be large. In 1996, the level of VAT evasion amounted to 21.6 percent of national govermnent
taxes or 3.4 percent of GNP.

2.5. Prospects

Comprehensive Tcc'cReform Program Description. In 1996/7, the government embarked on another
round of tmx reform under the Comprehensive Tax Reform Program (CTRP). The principal
objectives of the CTRP _e: "(1) to widen the tax base; (2) to simplit) _the tax structure to minimize
leakages from undeclared revenues, overstated deductions mad corruption; and (3) to make the
system more elastic and easier to administer to ensure adequate revenues in the future" (DBM 1996).
It has three principal components, namely: income tax reform, excise tax reform, and fiscal
incentives retbrm.

In the past ye_ or so, Congress passed legislation putting in place some of the components
of the CTRP. For instance, Republic Act (RA) 8184 which provided for the restructuring of the

excise tax on petroleum products hand in hand with tariffrestructm-ing in the sector was enacted into
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High Tax Bracket Index. The high tax bracket index measures the relative position of the highest
marginal tax bracket to the average family income. It is obtained by dividing the minimum income
at which the highest marginal tax rate begins to be applicable by the average-family income.

.... • . ..: ... .

•Table'17 " • "
•.:...i :. :.ii?.: • • . • i •

.rrax.Base Index High Tax Bracket I{]d.ex, Margi.piil/AvePage Tax Rates , ":i " " • :.
.:.::. , • . . , , . • .

"::i.:::": i. • .. ..::'..:}-:i::::_i::::,,,..:.v.. :.....,:. • ': Progressi,z_hei_s:lnde×... ..; ..: . . • " " " • '-:.::...

,, +:-:-:-:-:-1: ; ',, ,'.,'.,:,:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:............................................. :.-; ....... _, :......-:-:-:-:-, ,,. ,,,::;; ',1. :. - .-.-:-:-.-.-.-.-:-:-:,:-:4

" ExistilqgSysiem. :,,:i()!_03..'.,i,":::.::1:):i&082:1:, .1:::........1:.:)..i::11::.:..i:'i...30J35.' , ".-O.O94 ::::::::.iii.::0!j281:i:..1.:1.1.i0,19o ..:..0,4431:i:..:1.11."1_352. .:. :i: "1,484 . . 2,332 '

Ho:t)S_/Bgl ."::.:::;i_;i0;6;_3}'!i;;i_i:_..3.:082":. • ...::i':to :"".iiiii:_)i_;:i::35: _ " c).035 :.:.!. 0106i:i':"i.:".:.i0./28 0.'169i". ": .I_743:' '..2.098 :' 1:.320:'................... . ......

i senate8il[ ::;!:)iii_::_8'9?.i:)!:.:.ii:"::1._546": :? ::_:.:..5 ".:::..:..:.:.,.i:@g0' " 0.888... :..;.::I..0.iOZ ...... 0,182_: '.i;:,223 :. '1,216 • " 1,720 1.212 'i 2 :
Mer_5:items: ':::);:::."", .::.ii:::::::i:.i":. :' ..i " :i.i '...i !

Thai;and " .:.:..:::.i0.121..i.i::::i:...:15.220. ._7 '

u_i_(S_a_.:_:::;;i.!i!_O.'_-O!!:!:_i;:.' 2.:_o.
Japan : " i..... 1O,i,.l:.101.':ii.:..i.::, 6.930 .....? ' .... " i' .,_ , •

_::,Noi_: . ":::_"i:_:_:::.':::i:_::i_ii_i_i::7. . .....•_. " ':_ii:_:i:._::' ' • " " : '
:::" FGNP = average f_rnfl_::it_corne 'computedias.6 time4.per ca?ira..

:"I':'IGNP:: : ". : i;:ii:::::::":::..."..: .. .::::...:::'

The high tax bracket index was computed to be 2.34 and 6.93 for the United States and Japan
(Sicat and Virmani 1988) &nd 15.22 for Thailand (Mackenzie 1997). In contrast, high tax bracket
index is estimated to be 3.08 for HB 9077 mad 1.54 for SB 454 (Table 17). This means that the top
marginal rate of 30 percent under SB 454 will apply to a significant fiaction of taxpayers and is
likely to ha-v-estrong disincentive effects,

In this light, the highest income bracket of P250,000 under SB 454 appears to be on the low
side. In patnticular, this implies that a middle-level executive earning P25,000 per month will be
subject to the top marginal tax rate of 30 percent in much the same way that the top executive
earning P100,000 per month will be faced with a marginal rate of 30 percent. Such a situation will
not only be perceived as inequitable but it is likely to result in greater evasion particularly among the
self-employed.

Marginal Tax Rates. The House version of the income tax bill proposes a marginal tax rate of 10
percent for the lowest income bracket comp_ed to the 5 percent ordained under the Senate version.
Studies have shown that tlae incentive for evasion is likely to be greater when there are significant
discontinuities in the marginal tax rates, p_ticularly in the first income brackets (Virmani 1986).
The begimaing marginal tax rate applicable to the first income tax bracket under the House bill
appears to be rather high at 10 percent. The 5 percent beginning marginal tax rate under the Senate
bill is likely to encourage greater evasion.
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3. ASSESSMENT OF EXPENDITURE ..... :
' .Table'18".:." ..:... ,,"...i.:.?.:. :v

:POLICY E_ti,nat_dRev..._GaiiVCos__rom::. :,
, : .. ' : ... AItematiYe ..: i:..):'"::: .,."i

....i:,,,,:,::i:,:, .... "..... ' • ,,, , - ,,:..... ':,
•.:Income Tax Measures in]998 ..::. , . '....

As indicated earlier, the last decade has been marked i_ili:i:i?:iiii_!!i::i:i_::iiii!_-iiii_i:ii:_ii:i_:::._i_i:iiiii_l
by a worrisome reductions in maintenance and other ::.}_..................................................................:: ":...... :::':":
operatin_ expenditures (MOOE) and capital outlays. Wlaile _ote_t.ooBankdep,ait• • .:. .',' . ." ' "::."

. . .... : .. • . " .... .... ...: ...':.

this ;,,as done to achieve fiscal stability in the short-run, the i_d.:.... .-___4...... ...:o;_
corp " " 0.00.. • .:..:O:Gg

economy, if it is to grow in a sustained fashion, cannot afford Intereston ]=Bills
such an unabated decline in.MOOE and capital spending to _n_ :. _.ao.... .o,o_
continue. Moreover, given the existence of other deserving ' °_, :": ' :. _-o_...:::::_:"a_
but competing demands for its resources (e.g., investments in :..Capitalgainson realproperty ' " ".... "

..... , , ,,,,j::,,, u i::/:: .
lad .... : 1271,'[5 : :423.92

human capital, poverty alleviation), the government must ..i}:".c6rp ..:.:. ':" .0.00' !:3i79_36
increasingly be concerned about getting better value out of ' Capita(ga)ns on uslistedstocks. .::@. :. ii):!:".:.:
each peso it spends. Thus, it is but imperative that the .! _ ..:". o._o.•• " "_e_:, . : _.oo:<4_:_
government review- its spending priorities. In this regard, it Ica_italgainsonlisteestock ..
has to reconsider the appropriate role and scope of _n_ _.0_ 4<_
government vis-awis the private sector given changing .: _°_ -___s _ag.oS

Initial public offering
technologies and level of economic development. Also, :::,.ihd o.oo ,21..ol
government has to reassess how its limited resources can be corn o__0"._s_,_s
spent most efficiently and effectively in areas where O_,,!de_,_s.. 4_._ .. _7_._,, , : . ::..

goverrm_ent participation is called for. ,r -_7_._ :_4341s:
housing loans 0.00 -541.4

The work of Manasan (1994) tends to show that not . . "
all types of government expenditures are associated with _ter_s_nFCDU _:_ :_._7
faster economic growth. One, she fmmd that while total cm 9.00 -5125.4s
public sector infrastructure expenditure Granger-cause
gro_vth, total public sector current expenditure and total ,OLEO -7_.o0 -70o,00- Accelerateddeprec;ation 4200.00 -4200._0

public sector capital expenditure do not. Is Moreover, she also
found that w-bile public infrast_-ucture investment crowds in TaXHOUDAY
private sector investment, pL_blic non-infrastructure TOTAL -35997.534517.9:REV LOSS ..

invesm]ent do not. %GNP -1_10 0.1::

&t the same time, the UNDP (1994) shows that in a
study of 25 developing countries those countries that
allocated a bigger share of their budgets to basic social services were able to achieve a higher level
of human development. This implies that the human developmet_t objective can be served by
prioritizing investments in human capital, in particular those that relate to basic education, basic
health care and Level 1 and 2 water supply and sanitation.

_s A variable is said to Granger-cause another variable if the former and its past values are good predictors of the

latter in a statistical sense, regardless of the underlying theoretical relationship between them.
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significm_t growtla in nominal, real and i.
real per capita terms in 1986-1996. As ::":i:_:-"_:;':_+:a_: ...... oo_,
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4.2. Structural Fiscal Deficit

This section will evaluate the question of how much of the fiscal adjustment achieved during
the period 1985-1996 reflected transitory adjustments. The structural overall deficit of the
consolidated public sector is one which removes the effects of temporary factors from _he orthodox
measure of the consolidated public sector deficit. In the Philippine context, the improvements in the
fiscal position arising from the import surcharge imposed in 1985-1986 madthen again in 1991-1992,
the massive inflow of privatization proceeds in 1994-1995 and the additional P 1 per liter levy on
imports of oil •products in 1992-1993 may be considered transitory in nature. These transitory
adjustments on the revenue side accounted for approximately 100 percent of the fiscal adjustment
tmdertaken in 1990_1992 (Appendix Table 4). The overall CPSD was cut by 2 percent of GDP -
an ano_mt that is almost equivalent to the size of the transito_ adjusm_ents put in place. In contrast,
the reduction in the overall CPSD in 1993-1994 was equal to 1 percent of GDP, just half of the
incremental transitory adjusm_ent (equal to 2 percent of GDP). This cane about because part of the
privatization proceeds covered the deterioration in the fiscal position of the SSS/GSIS.

It has been noted that on the expenditure side, maintenance and capital expenditures were cut
deeply as part of the adjustment process. If these reductions are viewed as stop gap measures aimed
at achieving stabilization, then these expenditure reductions may be netted out of the CPSD just like
the transitory adjustments made on the revenue side.

If the average level of maintenance expenditure in 1978-1982 (equal to 4 percent of GDP)
is considered as one which is consistent with the country's existing stock of capital, then one finds
that the national goverrmaent has consistently been underspending on maintenance by roughly 1.5
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percent of GDP in 1985-1996. On the other hand, if one uses the average infi-astructure expenditures
of other Asian countries (4 percent of GDP) as the norm, then it appears than the national
govermnent is under-investing at the rate of 1-1.5 percent of GDP per year in 1985-1996. Note that
the government has not restored the cutbacks in maintenance and capital outlays in a significant
manner in 1994-1995 despite the dramatic improvement in the CPSD during that period (Appendi×

Table 4).

Total " " '" ' 2:5:3.0 percent of GDP in 1985-1996excepttransitory adjustments vas fmrl? stable at
ha i988 and 1992-1995 when transito .ryadjustments reached 4-6 percent ofGDP. In 1988, drastic
cuts in MOOE and capital expenditures were put in place while in 1992-1995 subst_mtial reductions
in these essential expenditure items were continued even as additiona[ revenues were raised from
the oil levy and the divestment program. Because of this, it is not surprising that the transitory
adjustments have not affected the depth of the fiscal adjustment that has taken pIace during the
period under study. That is, the reduction i_nthe overall CPSD is approximately equal to the decline
:inthe adiusted CPSD: 7 percent of GDP between 1985 and 1996. Also, movements in the structural
deficit largely mirror the movements in the overall cash deficit of the consolidated public sector.
However, these transitory fiscal measures did affect the size of the fiscal deficit. For •instance, the
consolidated public sector would have had a deficit of 1.4 percent of GDP in 1996 (instead of a
surplus of 0.2 percel_t of GDP) if the transitory measures were not imposed (Appendix Table 4)_
Nonetheless, it is also noteworthy that the consolidated public sector deficit wbuld have been
sustainable still even if the temporary adjustment measures were not adopted in1985-1996 except
in 1990 (Figure 11) .....
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